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By John Dodd

On Specification and Encapsulation

We used to draw a three box diagram to explain component 
architecture. The three boxes were the specification, implementation 
(design/development/deployment assets) and the executable. The 
whole point of the model was to show that rigorous separation 
of the three perspectives provided inherent adaptability. The 
separation of specification and implementation meant that there 
could be many implementations for one specification. The consumer 
perspective is limited to the specification and the executable, and 
the consumer should never need to know “how” the component 
was implemented.

Today the basics of this model are widely accepted. The fundamental 
principle underlying service architecture is that there is complete 
encapsulation of the implementation. However one aspect of the 
original three box model that might just have been forgotten is 
that the specification needs to be a comprehensive model of the 
external behaviors. Otherwise the consumer still needs access to 
the provider and potentially the implementation details.

Keith Short1 used to use the example of the component interface 
that had two operations – “push” and “pull”. If you took a literal 
approach to component use that was all you needed to know. 
However if you realized that the push and pull operations were 
managing the state of “say” nuclear power station rods, then you 
would probably want to be aware of a host of other states and 
behaviors before you executed the component. Perhaps it was this 
thinking that led John Dodd and others to develop the concept of 
the specification model – a comprehensive detailing of the direct 
and indirect dependencies of a component/interface/service.

Today we have a host of XML protocols providing a rich, standards 
based framework for interface specification. It would be easy 
therefore to assume that the specification task was governed by 
the scope of the required protocols. But advocates of a model 
based approach will not be surprised that there’s more to the 
service specification than the WS-* protocols. In this month’s 
Journal, our lead report by John Dodd addresses this question 
and provides a comprehensive answer to what needs to be in the 
service specification.

David Sprott, CBDI June 2005

There’s more to the 
service specification than 

the WS-* protocols

1Keith Short, Microsoft, http://blogs.msdn.com/keith_short/
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By John Dodd

Practical Service 
Specification and Design
Part 3: Specifying Services

Once the main requirements for a software service have been 
established, we recommend that a comprehensive service 
specification is put together. This defines the service interface, the 
quality of service, the standards followed and the functional service 
behavior. While this is demanding to produce, the rich specification 
remains of value throughout the service life cycle. Though it initially 
acts as an instruction to the developers and testers, it is subsequently 
utilized by the service consumers and solution architects.

Why a Service Specification?
A software service offers a set of operations for other services or application 
programs to call. Each of these operations performs a single, arbitrarily complex 
software procedure. The calling program needs to send an input message, in the 
form of parameters or an XML document to the service. A synchronous operation 
would then respond with a message right away, also in the form of parameters or 
a document, which the calling program must wait for. An asynchronous operation 
does not provide a response, it just processes the message it receives. It could, 
however, at some later time, send a “call back” message to an operation provided 
by the original calling program, to indicate the request has been processed, or 
perhaps to supply the results of a lengthy search or calculation.

The program calling the service need not and must not refer to any part of the 
service’s implementation – its internal code, private data and associated data 
storage. The calling program must only refer to the interface of the service. In 
this way, it will be possible to change the implementation in future, and it may be 
possible to choose the best of several implementations of the same interface, 
dynamically at run time1. Development is simplified, since the programmer 
only needs to understand the service specification, not how the service works 
internally.

The specification, including the interface, is expressed in a programming 
language-neutral, platform-independent, middleware-agnostic manner. So 
the calling software makes the same kind of call whatever platform the service 
executes on, and no code needs to be changed however many times the 
middleware or service’s programming language is altered. It should still work 
fine, as long as the implementation conforms to the specification, and the calling 
software codes to the specification.

1Implementation hiding is an essential aspect of achieving the SOA goal known as loose-coupling. The 
coupling can be looser still when asynchronous operations are used, and XML documents, rather than 
fixed parameters, are sent.
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So what is in this service specification? It consists of several 
distinct sections:

1. A definition of its interface: the service name, the 
operation names, and the message structure for 
each operation. Also, the protocols (for example, 
SOAP 1.1, SOAP 1.2, or HTTP or EJB or Java) 
that can be used to invoke the service (there can 
be more than one per service) and the network 
address for the each protocol. This corresponds 
to the content of the Web Service Description 
Language (WSDL)2 file for the service.

2. A behavioral definition of each service, so we 
understand the “side effects” of the service, and 
the semantics of the input and output messages.

3. The service information model which defines 
service state, and is a crucial mechanism for 
clarifying service behavior.

4. Message patterns, which govern the sequence in 
which operations must be used. This could involve 
operations of other services.

5. The quality-of-service definition.

6. The standards to which the service conforms.

7. Service properties, which classify the service and 
identify its key characteristics.

The first four sections might be labeled as the functional 
specification, while the last three form the non-functional 
specification for the service.

Further non-functional topics, that are likely to vary by 
provider, are documented in the Service Level Agreement 
(SLA) for the service. These include service level monitoring 
arrangements, the access and security arrangements, 
rules of engagement, new version notifications, customer 
responsibilities and fees, as well as a definition of the 
service levels and functionality to be maintained – which 
could refer back to the rich service specification.

Preparing the service specification requires considerable 
effort. But the effort is justified since the specification plays 
many important roles:

• It provides a description of the service to be 
provided, for approval by the stakeholders before 
development starts (if working in top-down 
service development style).

• It is an instruction to the implementer (whether 
they are building from scratch, or wrapping code 
that already exists).

• The testing specialists (and implementer) derive 
their tests from the specification.

• The architects and designers working on a new 
application, or a new composite service, consult 
the specification, to determine whether the service 
is suitable.

• The developer who writes the code or script to 
invoke an operation of the service writes that 
code based on the specification, and must trust 
the specification, since the implementation detail 
remains “out of bounds”, figuratively or literally.

• It is a starting point for future service 
enhancements and extensions.

• The specification forms an entry in a catalog of 
available and proposed services, or is referenced 
from a service directory such as UDDI, for 
discovery and inspection by service consumers.

These roles don’t apply to every service lifecycle. In some 
cases, the specification will need to be reverse-engineered 
from what gets supplied by a third party. Some roles will 
not want access every facet of the specification, so it can 
be useful to provide different views of the specification for 
different roles. This should be easier to achieve when the 
specification is published in the form of Web pages, or a 
service cataloging product is used3.

Before the specification effort begins in earnest, however, 
we need to have identified the service and gathered its 
main requirements. The first article4 in this series covered 
service identification, this being an aspect of Service 
Portfolio Planning. The second article concerned service 
requirements discovery: determining the operations 
needed, the service properties and quality requirements. 
This was split between two Journals, with Part 2a5 covering 
solutions-driven requirements, and Part 2b6 exploring 
provider-led service requirements.

To summarize: the rich service specification consists of 
seven sections, is useful to many roles, and is far more 
comprehensive than what is reasonably included in the 
WSDL definition of a service. We shall now discuss the 
sections of the service specification in more detail.

2The WSDL 1.1 standard for describing a Web service in XML format is widely used, though it has never been “recommended” by the W3C standards 
organization to which it was submitted in 2001, only “acknowledged”. WSDL 2.0 is imminent. 
3Look at Improving “SOA Governance with Systinet Business Registry”, in the CBDI Journal for April 2005, for an example of such a catalog. The services are, of 
course, reusable assets of the enterprise, so another form of service catalog to be considered is one that conforms to the OMG’s Reusable Asset Specification.
4See CBDI Journal, March 2005: “Practical Service Specification and Design Part 1 – Planning”.
5See CBDI Journal, April 2005: “Practical Service Specification and Design Part 2a – Refining Service Requirements”.
6See CBDI Journal, May 2005: “Practical Service Specification and Design Part 2b – Refining Service Requirements”.
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Service Specification Content

Service Properties
This heading is used as a general introduction to the 
service, the categories the service falls into and basic 
features of the service. While each enterprise will want to 
devise its own set, Table 1 provides an example of the kind 
of entries we expect.

Interface Definition

This section provides a summary of the operations provided 
by the service. For each operation, it specifies:

• Operation name (as in WSDL)

• Operation purpose – a one sentence narrative 
description (perhaps a comment from the WSDL)

• Input message content (using element names 
from WSDL)

• Output message content (using element names 
from WSDL)

• Properties: transactional | sub-transactional; 
updating | read-only; synch. | asynch.

• WSDL location.

This is a subset of the content of the next section, the 
Behavioral Definition, so you may think it can be omitted. 
But you will probably need to prepare a draft, before the 
more comprehensive behavioral definition can be created, 
and it offers an overview more suited to some audiences.

This section indicates where the WSDL for the service can 
be found. The WSDL needs to be finalized after the other 
sections have been completed. It may possible to automate 
the preparation of this section from the final WSDL. The 
WSDL also identifies the protocols which the service 
supports (e.g. SOAP 1.1, Java Message Service), and the 
endpoint addresses (i.e. URLs) for each protocol.

Behavioral Definition
The behavioral definition explains the effect of each 
operation, without dictating how the effect is implemented. 
By “effect”, we mean any changes to the state of the 
information known to the service, any service requests its 
implementation is obliged to make, and the origins of any 
output message content. We can do this using pre- and 
post-conditions.

Understanding operation behavior may not seem very 
important for simple data retrieval operations, of the 
kind often shown in Web services examples. You can 
often guess its behavior, or find the narrative description 
adequate, or figure it out by trial-and-error.

When the operations of services support typical business 
use cases, this is clearly inadequate. Say the Ordering 
service offers the take_order operation, which requires an 
input message containing a customer name and number, 
product codes and quantities; and an output message 
containing a price and a status code. Do you care whether 
the input customer number is verified? If so, what is it 
checked against? What happens if this is a new customer? 
Does the price returned include tax? Does it check whether 
the product is in stock? If not, is a re-order triggered? There 
are so many questions.

You can attempt to answer all this using a narrative 
description. But it is difficult to ensure such text is complete 
and unambiguous. We advocate that a more rigorous, but 
reasonably readable specification can be achieved using 
(multiple) pre- and post-condition pairs per operation, 
backed up by a service information model7.

The technique is described later in the paper.

Service Information Model
This is a type model (like a class model, but it does not 
include operations other than those offered by the service) 
which defines the possible states of the service. An 
operation’s pre- and post-conditions refer to elements of 
this model, as well as to the input and output data elements. 
Some, but not all, services behave as if they remember data. 
For example, if one operation registers a new customer, we 
expect that a different operation of the service, run some 
days later, could find that same customer and update their 
address, or record an order for this customer, since the 
service should have remembered the original customer 
details. The service information model defines the data the 

7It is highly desirable that commercial service providers, supplying and hosting services, provide a thorough behavioral specification, as well as service 
dependency information, especially for services that have side effects. Similarly, where an industry defines and promotes the use of standard services, rigorous 
behavioral specifications are needed to ensure all parties interpret the specifications in the same way. The technique in this paper is based on OMG’s Unified 
Modeling Language. The Web Services Modeling Ontology organization http://www.wsmo.org/, a European research group, has recently published an ontology 
and language for describing functional and non-functional aspects of “semantic” web services. This also makes use of pre- and post-conditions to specify 
operation behavior.
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Service name (business) The natural language name that the business will use for this service

Service name (technical) The service name used in the Interface Definition (that is, in the WSDL for a Web service)

Release number Version number and revision number

Current state of this release Production | Awaiting certification | In test | Assigned to developer | Specified, awaiting assignment etc.

Purpose of the service Narrative – to define the service benefit and scope

Service Domain The business domain, or technical domain, to which this service has been assigned. Services in the 
same domain may be subject to the same policies and share the same schema.

Business Owner The non-IT individual or role, and their department, which has business responsibility for this service, 
overseeing its definition, usage and evolution.

Portfolio Layer Process | Core Business | Underlying | Utility | Infrastructure (You may wish to subdivide these layers 
further)

Responsibility by Business Type List of the business types for which this service takes “prime responsibility”.

Mainly applies to Core Business services.

Other key responsibilities Specific responsibilities For Core Business services, responsibilities beyond maintenance of the above 
business types

Dependencies on other services (1) List of services which this service depends upon, in sense its implementation sends messages to the 
other service.

(2) List of services which currently depend on this one. It should be possible to automate this list.

(3) List of other inter-dependencies. (For example, an invariant may relate this service to another, or a 
service may act as a factory of content for this service.)

Commoditization level Treadmill | Core capability | Specialty | Innovation

Source / provider How the service is to be provisioned, or the name of the specific external supplier

Target Consumers The organizations and/or developer roles which are expected to use this service

Business Process Supported (now) List of business processes (value chains) which currently use this service

Business Process Support (future) List of business processes which are expected to use this service in future

Business Objectives Supported List of formally defined business objectives or strategies or targets that this service will support

Stability (next 5 years) (1) Predicted changes that will be needed during the next 5 years

(2) Expected life time, if this is a temporary service

Conforms to Default Standards? Yes | No – see Standards Conformance section

Conforms to Default Quality of 
Service?

Yes | No – see Quality of Service section

Table 1: Suggested Service Properties
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service “remembers” or has access to. How the service 
achieves this is hidden by the implementation. The service 
may store the data itself, or invoke other services, or know 
how to calculate or deduce the values of elements shown 
in the model.

The service information modeling technique is described 
later in the paper. Diagrams of the model provide a powerful 
visual summary of the data that the service deals in.

Message Patterns
The operations of a service are seldom independent from 
one another, and this section is used to define important 
but less obvious dependencies or mandatory dialogue 
sequences. This will often involve the operations offered by 
other services. UML interaction diagrams can be used to 
explain the message sequences.

It should not be necessary to diagram the more obvious 
dependencies, as in the case where the delete X and 
update X operations will not make sense unless a create X 
operation has been used earlier. Where an asynchronous 
operation sends an asynchronous message back to the 
sending service, then this should be clear enough in the 
post-conditions of the operation.

Less obvious patterns should have a formal definition. 
For example, whenever the Purchasing service receives 
a requisition message, it must send asynchronous 
quote request messages to three candidate suppliers 
who offer a Web service providing quotes; our service 
then needs to allow a given interval for the quotes to 
be received back and compared, before it takes further 
action. Another example could be a dialog that can be 
used when a service is found to be unavailable, which 
offers the consuming software a means of obtaining an 
alternative endpoint address. A third example is where a 
specific compensating operation must be run whenever 
an updating operation returns particular exception codes, 
in order to maintain system integrity.

Quality of Service
The quality of service to be provided by the operation needs 
to be clearly spelled out.

In Service Portfolio Planning, we recommend that a 
minimum set of quality standards are established, which 
should generally apply to all the enterprise’s services. 
These default standards may be overridden or extended for 
an individual business domain, service or operation. The 

planners decide which categories of quality requirements 
should be defined. We suggest at least three: Security, 
Performance and Reliability.

We propose that each service is governed by a Service 
Level Agreement (SLA), even when the service is developed 
and used in-house. Where third parties are involved it is 
essential, and the SLA is then a legal document. It needs 
to define (among other things) the quality of service to be 
maintained, how this will be monitored and the penalties 
for failure. There is a fair overlap between the service 
specification and SLA. The extent to which they can 
cross-refer, or replicate one another’s content needs to 
be ironed out.

Standards Conformance
There is no single, universally accepted set of standards 
for services to follow, though the profiles (combinations 
of standards) defined and tested by the Web Services 
Interoperability Organization (WS-I) surely offer the best 
starting point for enterprises deciding to acquire a Service 
Portfolio based on Web services technology8. A huge 
amount of time and expertise has gone into their production. 
The Basic Profile 1.1 embraces several open standards 
– SOAP 1.1, WSDL 1.1, UDDI 2.0, XML 1.0, XML Schema 
and HTTP 1.1 – and provides guidelines and conventions 
for using the standards together. Two optional extensions 
to the Basic Profile have been published:

• The WS-I Attachments Profile 1.0 adds support 
for conveying SOAP messages with attachments, 
following the SOAP with Attachments 
specification9.

• The WS-I Simple SOAP Binding Profile 1.0 which 
concerns “the serialization of the envelope and 
its representation in the message”. By excluding 
this from the Basic Profile 1.1, other bindings 
that conform to the basic profile have become 
possible.

The Basic Security Profile which is under development 
by WS-I, is layered upon the Basic Profile, and is based 
on HTTP over TLS (“HTTPS”) and OASIS’s Web Services 
Security 1.0 standard (“WS-Security”) and will profile a 
range of security tokens such as SAML and Kerberos.

8See http://www.ws-i.org. See also the CBDI Journal, February 2004: “Web Services Interoperability Organization – Round One”. For a more recent and general 
report on Web services standards take a look at CBDI Journal, October 2004: “WS-* Specification Complexity”.
9Though this specification has not been approved by any standards body, and is now considered to have been superseded by superior specifications for 
attachments.
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There are plenty of aspects which WS-I have not addressed, 
for which open standards, or the non-proprietary 
specifications, should be considered. For example:

o Policy10

o Reliable message delivery

o Transactions

o Publish-and-subscribe

o Routing and Addressing

o Orchestration.

As with Quality of Service, it makes sense for your 
organization to adopt a default collection of standards 
that all the enterprise’s software services should normally 
comply with. This is most likely defined by the Enterprise 
Service Bus (ESB) architects. Then these standards could 
be extended or overridden in authorized situations, for 
individual services or operations. Clearly, it is easier to 
conform to standards when new services are developed 
by the enterprise in-house, or outsourced under the 
enterprise’s full control. But using services supplied by third 
parties, or partner organizations may make it necessary to 
make compromises.

So this section of the service specification identifies the 
standards followed by the service’s operations, and should 
include explanations of how the standards have been 
interpreted or applied. This may be a reference to other 
documents, like the WS-I profiles, or to the default services 
standards adopted by your organization.

Techniques

Pre- and Post-Condition Design
We can only provide a sketchy treatment of this topic in the 
space available. We shall begin with a simple mathematical 
example, which explains some key principles. In Figure 1, 
we see a pre- and post-condition pair for an operation that 
returns the square root for a supplied number.

The post-condition is a statement that will be true at the end 
of an operation execution, so long as the corresponding 
pre-condition was true at the start of operation execution11. 
In our example, as long as the input number is not negative, 
the operation guarantees that the output field will contain 
the square root of the input number when the operation 
execution finishes. If the input field is negative, the outcome 
is undefined. This is an uneasy situation for business 
operations, so the specification will typically include another 
pre/post pair for the same operation, defining the outcome 
(post-condition) for a starting situation (pre-condition) in 
which a<0. This is shown in Figure 2. This example also 
introduces a more formal syntax, with the plain English 
comments now indicated by the “- -” prefix.

This example also demonstrates a couple of other 
features:

• The post-condition is not an assignment 
statement. It’s a Boolean expression that is 
either true or false; we have written “- 99 = b” 
rather than the more conventional “b = - 99” to 
emphasize this.

• The post-condition does not need to say how a 
square root gets calculated; it just needs to state 
what will be true at the end, so we can simply 
state that “b * b = a”.

• This operation does not require the service to 
remember or recall any data values; it is stateless. 
Some utility services may be stateless. But 
most operations require a stateful service, and 
the pre/posts will need to refer to the service 
state to explain the behavior adequately. For 
example, create_order would involve the operation 
recording the order somehow; and the cancel_
order operation needs to find an existing order, 
and change its state to “cancelled”. We need 

10The WS-Policy specification enables “assertions” to be made about various elements within the WSDL or UDDI definition of a service. This enables statements 
relating to service quality and privacy to be made, as well as stating technical requirements “manifest on the wire”, such as authentication scheme and transport 
protocol selection. Furthermore, a WSMetadataExchange specification is available, which defines a standard way to retrieve metadata about a Web service, as 
captured in its WSDL, in its WS-Policy, and the XML schemas it uses. These specifications have not been submitted to any standards body, but they do have the 
might of IBM and Microsoft behind them.
11This is the meaning from Design by Contract, originated by Bertrand Meyer, and refined by D’Souza and Wills in the Catalysis approach. It is regrettable that 
some practitioners use the term pre-condition to describe a situation which needs to be true in order for an operation or process to be executed. This is better 
termed a guard condition, as in UML, or the triggering event for execution, if that’s what it is.

Figure 1: The pre- and post-condition for a simple operation

Figure 2: Simple Example Extended
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to express this without pre-
empting the implementation. 
This is where the service 
information model enables us 
to improve the specification 
precision. We will explain the 
model next, and then provide 
an example of a pre-and post-
condition which alters state.

Service Information Modeling
The service information model (SIM) is a 
specification of the data that the service is able to access 
and update. The data is persistent. The model, however, 
remains silent about how persistency is achieved. You 
could think of it as the “virtual database” sitting behind the 
service. At one extreme, this information model may mirror 
the logical design of a database embedded within the 
service implementation. At the other extreme, the service 
has no data storage of its own and calls other services 
which, behind their operations, retrieve or store data from 
their embedded databases. More rarely, the service contains 

algorithms which can deduce most of 
the data elements shown in the model. 
Typically, the model state is maintained 
by a combination of derivation, calls 
and own-storage. The consumer should 
not need to know. Figure 3 presents an 
example of service information model, 
for a Stock Administration service, 
drawn using UML notation.

Observe that the SIM always includes a 
class that represents the service itself, 

which identifies all its operations. This 
class may also include attributes, but typically 

does not. Instead, it has associations to other types, which 
allow an arbitrarily complex definition of its attributes. In 
addition, invariants are used to express rules that cannot 
be expressed by the properties of the associations and 
attributes.

Figure 3: Service Information Model Example

The rich service 
specification is far 

more comprehensive 
than what is included 

in the WSDL
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Now let us see the pre- and post-conditions for an operation 
of the Stock_Admin service. This is written using comments 
and a semi-formal syntax, as shown in Figure 412.

Notes:

• SIMs of different services can overlap. Strictly, 
invariants are needed to express cases where 
elements in one SIM match or relate to elements 
in another. This can get complex, so one 
technique is for all the services assigned to a 
single domain to have SIMs which are a subset of 
a single business type model. Then, customer in 
one SIM means the same as customer in another 
SIM of the same domain. Furthermore, the type 
instances and attribute values found in one SIM, 
are consistent with all other references to the 
same types and attributes appearing in another 
SIM of the same domain. Such a collection of 
services can be termed a business service bus.

• Post-conditions can state that another operation 
gets called by the operation execution.

• The pre/post pairs can only refer to the input 
fields, outputs fields, the information model and 
the other operations called. In practice, we have 
found it useful to allow post-conditions to refer to 
algorithms defined elsewhere.

• UML includes a formal language for expressing 
pre- and post-conditions, and invariants, with full 
precision. This is the Object Constraint Language 
or OCL13.

• WSDL provides special messages for faults found. 
Whether these should be limited to “system 
errors” and not used for “user errors” is an open 
issue.

• It may be necessary to introduce classes which 
define composite data types, allowing more 
complex input fields, output fields and information 
model attributes.

The end result is a behavioral specification with more rigor 
than narrative descriptions. OCL can be used to improve 
this rigor, but it is at the expense of readability.

Concluding Remarks
This article has focused on the content of a service 
specification, and a technique for defining service behavior 
that does not pre-empt the implementation design, 
and which drives out greater precision than a free text 
description. These rich service specifications should remain 
a solid investment throughout the service lifecycle.

The service specification does not explain everything 
there is to be known about the service. Complementary 
“documents” include:

12“UML Components”, by Cheesman and Daniels, provides the definitive exposition on how to specify interfaces using a combination of information models and 
pre- and post-conditions. This book also explains the stereotypes used in figure 3.
13See the UML Standards on www.omg.org, or consult “The Object Constraint Language Second Edition”, by Warmer and Klepper.

Figure 4: Pre/post pairs for create Product operation
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• The Service Level Agreement, which is the 
contract between the service provider and 
customer. This concentrates on commercial 
terms, service quality and problem resolution. It 
may also describe service functionality, or refer to 
definitions supplied elsewhere.

• The Automation Unit Specification, which defines 
various properties of the software component 
that implements this service, and possibly other 
services.

• Software Service Portfolio, which contains a 
lighter definition of the service, its automation 
units and deployment, and is grouped with other 
services of the same domain. Default service 
levels and portfolio-wide policies also appear in 
this document.

• The “Design Spec” for the service implementation.

The last article in this series will discuss what happens after 
the service has been specified, and it will summarize the 
overall process for service specification and design.
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Developing the 
Architectural Framework 
for SOA
Part 2 – Service Granularity and Dependency Management

This article begins the journey by addressing the thorny question of 
granularity. What should the granularity of business services be? To 
what granularity scheme should service implementations adhere? 
And what is meant by granularity, anyway? We address these 
questions by developing a sample service granularity scheme.

Introduction
The previous article [1] presented a sample “vision” for SOA. Now we need to 
develop the architectural framework for SOA that, when realized in terms of a 
working system, will deliver the value outlined in the vision. We are confident 
that there is little in our discussion that cannot be implemented today. However, 
implementing the totality of the vision will take some time, and there is some way 
to go in establishing precisely the best way to implement some parts of it. But 
if it could all be achieved tomorrow – off the shelf – there would be little point in 
talking about its underlying enabling concepts today!

Granularity is an important area of architectural concern, and is a key architectural 
viewpoint of the SOA. In this viewpoint, only those aspects of a complete IT 
system that are unique to the business are considered. That is, we assume 
a high-level platform1 that handles all technology aspects such as message 
queuing, transactions, concurrency, persistence, logging, event management, 
development tools, systems management tools, etc.

The granularity scheme is developed in five steps:

1. The concept of a “service” is briefly recapitulated

2. A classification of services that addresses requirements is presented.

3. Service implementation artifacts are considered, and CBSE is found to 
provide a key modularization concept that supports various levels of 
coupling, agility, and scope.

4. Based on discussion so far, a service granularity scheme is suggested, 
where the “scope” of a service is defined.

5. Wrapping legacy systems as services is added to the picture

1A high-level platform of the kind referred to here was examined in [2]. Today, such platforms, and their 
clear separation from business logic and structure, are at the heart of “product line”[3] and “software 
factory”[4][5] approaches. By the way, much of what is described here is also applicable, with some 
modification at the detail level, to the technology platform itself.
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The Service Concept
The term “service” is used in two different contexts: first 
a service in the process of being executed and second 
the service’s specification. The execution-time picture at 
the top of Figure 1 illustrates an instance of a deployed 
service being invoked by some requester. The service itself 
consists of:

• An interface – defined in one or more WSDL2 files 
that are typically interpreted dynamically at run-
time by web services middleware.

• An implementation – an executable artifact that 
actually provides the behavior of the service.

The interface is physically separate from the implementation, 
so a given service interface can be implemented by quite 
different implementations. Thus there is said to be “loose 
coupling” between the interface and the implementation.

The bottom of Figure 1 shows the design-time picture, where 
someone using appropriate tools specifies the service, 
defines the interface, and designs the implementation of 
the service. Often the service specification and interface 
are designed by different people from those who design the 
implementation.

It is the design of services that we are concerned with 
here3. As mentioned previously, we assume separation 
of technology aspects from “business” or “functional” 

aspects. Nevertheless, those business aspects still need to 
be structured – such that they do not turn into spaghetti-like 
monoliths. In addition, a service may use another service to 
help it deliver its function. Thus one service implementation 
will often invoke one or more other service interfaces. 
Without this, service implementations would become, very 
quickly, tomorrow’s legacy silos! So how do we organize 
and structure (or modularize) service implementations? Part 
of the “architecture” in SOA is responsible for defining those 
structures and the relationships between them.

A Classification of Services
If we take seriously requirements for agility, extensibility, 
and responsiveness, an SOA must ensure that the sea 
of services is not a morass, but is comprehensible and 
tractable. Thus we need to break down an otherwise 
undifferentiated set of present and future services into a 
clear structure. A key characteristic of such a structure 
is composability, which requires minimal dependencies. 
This in turn requires a modularization scheme for service 
implementations.

A given service can be defined as belonging to one of 
five “domains”, as illustrated in Figure 2 and described 
in Table 1 (except for External Commodity services 
which, because they are used but not provided, are not 
discussed further).

2Web Services Definition Language
3Actually, we discuss here only one kind of service: the kind that “does the business” (e.g. a Sales Order service). Other kinds are “setup” services (e.g. a 
Business Configuration service), business definition services (e.g. a Contract Definition service), and management services (e.g. an Event Monitoring service). 
Later articles will touch on some of these others.

Figure 1: Service Context
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Figure 2 defines a service invocation hierarchy aimed 
at minimizing dependencies4. Thus a cross-business 
process may invoke a business process, which may invoke 
a “procedure” service which may invoke a “resource” 
service5. Within each domain services may invoke each 
other. The architecture should define further hierarchies 
within each domain, but space forbids further discussion 
here. The hierarchy is “open”, in that a service in a higher-
level domain may invoke (a service in) any lower-level 
domain. This pattern is known as a “directed acyclic graph” 
or “DAG”. A constraint on open-ness shown in Figure 2 is 
that only a workflow business process may invoke a user 
Interaction service. There may be other constraints applied 
by an SOA6.

Figure 2 also illustrates the following:

• A given services belongs to only one of the 
domains shown. However, a domain is not some 
sort of container – it’s merely the name for a set 
of services that have the common characteristics 
described in a Table 1.

• The boundary labeled “business events” indicates 
a ubiquitous notification service provided by 
middleware and flowing on an ESB (Enterprise 
Service Bus)7. The dotted arrows show either 
service invocation or business event publication/
notification. A service implementation in any 
domain can publish events to which any other 
service can subscribe.

• Workflow is shown as being a particular kind of 
Business Process service – the kind that can interact 
with the user. Commercially-provided middleware 
typically differentiates between workflow and 
business process management, but is beginning to 
see them as two sides of the same coin.

Service Implementation Artifacts
As well as service interfaces, we need artifacts that are 
service implementations. Can we find a single structuring 
concept that can apply to all or at least nearly all the 
different implementation artifacts? The answer is yes, and 
it is the UML version 2 “component” concept [8] which has 

4This is an example of the well-known “mediator” pattern – see [6].
5In [7], the implementations of procedure and resource components were termed “process” and “entity” components respectively. For various practical reasons, 
the terminology has evolved since then.
6There may also be exceptions – but any good architecture provides processes for considering and authorizing exceptions.
7In general, as systems become increasingly event-oriented, granularity and dependency management become increasingly important to reduce the possibility of 
system loops (as opposed to program loops) caused by circular events.

Figure 2: Service Domain Types
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changed dramatically from UML version 1. Instead of being 
essentially a deployment artifact, it is now a design artifact 
usable across the development lifecycle, with deployment 
being handled primarily by “artifacts”. Figure 3 illustrates 
the UML2 component and its use8. At the top are its main 
aspects: a component is a type that provides and requires 
interfaces (the “lollipop” and the socket respectively) and 
that has an implementation consisting of a number of 
“parts”. A part can be a class or another component. Bottom 
left is a model of an “Order” component, providing an Order 
Service (called “sOrder”), with its implementation being 
several classes. Bottom right is a component assembly: the 
Store component is a loosely-coupled assembly of Order, 
Product and Customer (which could well be (re-)used in 
other assemblies). The interface for Store (“OrderSvc”) is 
provided by the Order component.

The UML2 component model element is an excellent fit to 
our needs:

• A single component is arguably best designed as 
a single important business concept, thus forming 
a highly useful link with the business model (as 
described in [9]).

• Interfaces can happily be web service interfaces, 
and be defined using WSDL

• When implemented only with classes, a 
component can provide the “atomic” level 
of granularity, and maps well to component 
middleware such as CCM, EJB, and COM+ 
components9.

• The “atomic” level of component is composable 
into assemblies of components, where the 
assembly itself is also a component. A useful 
“large” assembly is an “application”, which, 
being a component, provides service-oriented 
interfaces. Note that there can also be a “sub-

Service Domain Description

Cross-Business Process A process whose execution requires the collaboration of two or more enterprises. This involves issues of 
trust management as well as approaches to systems management and error recovery that are often quite 
different to anything executed wholly within the enterprise, or using only external commodity services. 
A cross-business process often takes the form of a sequence of interactions with one or more other 
enterprises (for example, an automated contracting service).

Cross-Business Processes are increasingly defined by business people, with little or no IT assistance 
needed. Technically, the process definition is a script, usually expressed in XML form.

A Cross-Business process is typically executed by BPM middleware that provides for collaborative 
interaction specification.

Business Process (and Workflow) A process (or Workflow) executed wholly within the enterprise. As with Cross-Business Processes, Business 
Processes are increasingly defined by business people, the resulting script being held in XML form. A 
business process usually takes the form of a sequence of steps, often with conditional branches.

A Business process is typically executed by BPM middleware.

Procedure & Resource Procedure: A lower-level process that the business requires to be completed as quickly as possible, and 
where there is no interest in retaining intermediate results. An example might be the process logic involved 
in creating a sales order (check stock, validate customer, etc.), which could be a step in an order taking 
Business Process.

Resource: A lowest-level service to do with the enterprise’s persistent information such as Customer, Order, 
etc.

These services are usually implemented as application code (generated or hand-written) that runs on 
Application Server or Transaction Processing middleware such as J2EE, .NET, or CICS.

User Interaction Session and User Interface business logic that provide services to other parts of the User Interaction 
domain. An instance of this domain supports a single human in his or her use of the system.

Table 1: Domain Characteristics

8In the interests of brevity, I have taken some liberties with the specification on order to show its essence.
9The UML2 component was designed to allow for smaller components such as java beans and ActiveX components that have been successful mainly in the GUI 
area.
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atomic” level of artifact, which will 
be discussed in the next article.

• With clear traceability to the 
business model, dependencies 
are reduced. For example, a 
business rule can be associated 
with a specific component, thus 
establishing clear “ownership” for 
each rule. The same can be done 
with other artifacts such as data 
objects passed around between 
services.

An impression shared by many is that a 
component only applies to technologies 
such as EJB, CCM, and COM+. This impression is false. 
The UML2 component is designed to be usable across 
a much wider field. Thus its realization may be a single 
part that is actually an XML file containing a business 
process script. This script may well have been defined by a 
business person using a suitable tool (as described in [1]). 
In addition, a component interface may be invoked using 
any form of communications stack, whether synchronous 
or asynchronous.

In other words, components are utterly service-oriented, 
map to various technologies such as BPM, Workflow, and 
EJBs, and provide the ideal structuring concept for SOA.

Figure 4 illustrates how the component concept can be 
used throughout, and assumes a notional enterprise that 
collaborates with others in a supply chain in manufacturing 
some parts of an end customer order. Components that 

execute within the enterprise are darker 
blue in the figure. All the components are 
service implementations, and, to enhance 
autonomy and hence aid dependency 
management, are arranged in the form of a 
DAG. The business process “Manufacture 
Parts” is a multi-step process, each step 
being a lower-level business process. When 
it comes to the process step “Schedule 
Shop Order”, a Procedure service (probably 
running on an application server) is invoked. 
This in turn uses lower-level procedures and 
resources to do the work.

Service Granularity and Scope
I often hear phrases such as “fine-grained”, “medium-
grained, and “coarse-grained”. To be meaningful, such 
terms must have some well-understood context. Otherwise 
what is coarse-grained to one person is fine-grained to 
another, and confusion reigns.

Now an essential aspect of SOA is that we should be able 
to compose services to form a useful higher-level service. 
In addition, if some given service is so composed, then we 
should be able to use that same service in one or more 
other compositions. Our service granularity concept meets 
these needs through our modularization (components) and 
dependency management strategies.

Based on this, we can derive a workable definition of service 
granularity based on its scope, which can be defined as a 
combination of:

Figure 3: Use of the UML2 Component Concept

A numerical value 
can be assigned to 
each service that 

is a measure of its 
granularity and a 
basis for change 
impact analysis
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• The number of components in the DAG that are 
invoked through a given operation on a service 
interface

• The function points for each component 
(remember that a component – or implied 
component(s) in the case of wrapped legacy 
– implements a single business concept, and 
hence function points defined in the business 
model are transitively applied to the implementing 
components)

• The number of data base tables updated (or 
the number of update operations invoked on 
resource-domain components, or – if both read 
and update accesses are more useful, then the 
number of types in a service information model 
[10])

A numerical value can thus be assigned to each service 
that is a measure of its granularity, perhaps normalized to 
lie between two extremes (say 1 and 10). It is this kind of 
thinking that lies behind the “Impact Service” described 
from the user’s point of view in the SOA vision [1].

But how can this approach apply to existing systems that 
are not componentized and have no service interfaces?

Legacy Systems as Services
Modern application packages increasingly provide their 
own service interfaces. For present purposes, we assume 
(perhaps heroically) that these provide the required levels 
of granularity. Legacy systems – which again for current 
purposes we define as being those without service 
interfaces – can be treated as service implementations 
by being “wrapped”10 to provide service interfaces of the 
required granularity. Figure 5 illustrates this, where Service 
1 at the top of the figure consists of a service interface, 
an EAI (Enterprise Application Integration) choreographer, 
and two EAI adapters each of which invoke some business 
function inside a legacy system. The EAI behavior is defined 
by specifications that are dynamically interpreted by the 
EAI middleware. Today’s EAI products11 provide not only 
for service definition, but also for the necessary adapters 
and “glue” needed to invoke the business function and data 
managed by one or more legacy applications12.

Now, we can think of the EAI specs (e.g. a spec of data 
mappings) plus the specs of the legacy business functions 
as being the realization of a notional component. In this way, 
legacy systems can be treated as a set of components that 
implement a service interface, as shown at the bottom of 
the figure. Also, by treating the implementation as a black 

Figure 4: Example Components as Service Implementations

10Either is an example of the “façade” pattern – see [6].
11These products include commercially-available adapters for specific products such as SAP or Peoplesoft.
12Space prevents discussion of the need for a canonical data model to avoid proliferation of pair-wise data adapter schemas.
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By Richard Veryard

box we can see the legacy wrappers conforming with our 
service granularity scheme and as belonging to one of 
our service domains – cross-business process, business 
process, procedure, or resource. Mostly, we should find 
that they fit the procedure and resource domains.

The real problem with wrapping legacy systems is what 
might be called the “side effects”. A service interface may 
do precisely what is defined by the interface, but the legacy 
system, in doing this, may also do (or queue to be done 
later) other things, such as:

• Perform business function outside that defined by 
the service interface (for example, a Create Order 
service could also print and mail an invoice)

• Initiate batch data transfers (which are perhaps 
then acted on by other applications)

• Publish events (perhaps through data base 
triggers)

• Initiate business processes

It is important that these “side effects” are first identified, 
and second documented in the service specification. 
Otherwise the overall effect of consuming a service may be 
unpredictable.

Summary
We have defined an outline granularity scheme and 
an accompanying dependency management scheme. 
Together these provide for atomicity and assembly of 
service that are as autonomous as possible. The granularity 

scheme, making use of the UML2 component concept, 
provides a single construct for defining all categories of 
service, including wrapped legacy systems. Finally, since 
a given component maps unambiguously to corresponding 
concepts in the business model (described in [1]), we 
have suggested an impact analysis scheme that includes 
business function as well as more technical aspects. The 
next article in this series will focus on service adaptability 
and extensibility.
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Agile Security for SOA

CBDI has consistently advocated an approach to security 
engineering for SOA that is agile, holistic and responds intelligently 
to the complexities of the business and technology ecosystem.
A number of powerful stakeholders are now echoing these messages, 
including the Jericho Forum (an influential group of blue chip 
companies) and the US President’s Information Technology Advisory 
Committee (PITAC). Furthermore, a number of IT vendors (including 
Microsoft) are endorsing these messages and promising security 
products and platforms in support of the Jericho manifesto.

Introduction
Security has always been a major concern (and possibly even an inhibitor) 
for web services. However, for many years many companies adopted a highly 
cautious approach to web service security, based on the fortress metaphor.

CBDI has consistently been critical of the Fortress model of security, for two 
main reasons. Firstly, it prevents us from doing what we want to do. And more 
importantly, it doesn’t work.

In 2002, we published an alternative approach to security, based on the principles 
in Box 1.

What is agile security – and why is it needed?
In a network-centric business, there is a very broad range of threats to business 
continuity and value that must be secured against. Box 2 shows a few examples 
– we have mentioned some of these before.

1. Security is a fully integrated aspect of system design and management. When treated as an optional extra it is fragmented, 
expensive and ineffective.

2. Security requires constant alertness and diligence throughout the lifetime of the security requirement. When treated as a 
structural design concern only, it cannot resist intelligent challenge.

3. Security needs to be traded off against, and kept in balance with, other business concerns such as change, innovation, 
marketing, sales and surveillance.

4. A system has security integrity, or not, and security features do not necessarily enhance security integrity. Product companies 
face business pressure to claim enhanced security for their increasingly complex products and to support that claim with lists 
of security features. Security integrity is more closely associated with radical simplicity.

5. Security mechanisms need to complement each other in covering the overall security requirement. They may, however, 
interfere and interact with one another: adding another layer of security doesn’t always make you safer – in some cases, 
unwanted interference between the layers can introduce gaping holes.

6. Local short-term security tactics often undermine longer-term global security. 

BOX 1: Principles of Security Engineering [CBDI 2002]
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These examples (and many more like them) are simply not 
addressed by the conventional approach to security, as 
shown in Box 3.

How SOA and web services affect security
Service-orientation affects security in (at least) four key ways.

Increased automation and decreased latency. By making 
computer to computer automation the de facto method of 
business transaction, there is great potential for finding 
and exploiting loopholes before they are closed. When 
processes are automated, business processes can fail for 
unforeseen reasons that automation actually exacerbates. 
Web services take the level of automation much further, and 
consequently the potential risk.

Self-service business design. With web services, 
consumers and providers need to be treated asymmetrically, 
the provider needs to identify users – the consumer needs to 
identify providers and each party to the exchange needs to 
operate on highly defensive principles. And as web services 
consumers and providers are implemented as automated 
exchanges between computers the principles of defensive 

Examples of network business insecurity

An e-commerce website for consumer products lost a lot of 
money when an internet newsgroup published a link to a test 
page, allowing the product to be ordered at the wrong price.

A bank lost money when a “rogue trader” somehow 
managed to bypass certain controls.

A television broadcaster lost revenue as a result of the 
free distribution of codes for the production of counterfeit 
“smartcards”. It was alleged that a competitor may have 
been involved in cracking and publishing the codes.

Box 2: Network Business Insecurity

Conventional Approach Agile Approach

Focus on a single class of security threat – for example, hackers or 
virus attacks – on a single channel.

Security is a sociotechnical issue, involving both business 
relationships and technical systems.

Focus on protecting a single area of vulnerability – for example, the 
company’s website. Inability to recognize any security threat until it 
reaches the protected area.

A basic assumption that hostile behavior may take place anywhere 
in cyberspace or the physical ecosystem, inside or outside the 
boundaries of the enterprise, or systems under its direct control. 
Conversely, there may be collusion between people inside the 
company and people outside.

Blanket catch-all protection Considering the overall effect of a security mechanism, including 
the likelihood of false positives and false negatives, as well as 
other undesirable side-effects. (For example, slug poison kills the 
hedgehogs that control the slug population, thus making the slug 
problem worse.)

Assumption that behavior is either friendly or hostile. Accepting some ambiguity as to what counts as hostile behavior. 
For example, when Kodak’s internet business was attacked with an 
artificially low price for a digital camera, some customers may have 
thought this was a special promotion; therefore some of the people 
taking advantage of this price or telling their friends may have been 
acting in good faith.1

Assumption that threats are randomly distributed. A recognition that threats may not be randomly distributed, but are 
often clustered or intelligent.

Reactive security Proactive security and rapid response. Wherever possible, security 
measures are taken before an incident occurs, Where this is not 
possible, security kicks in quickly to minimize the adverse effects of 
any incident.

Adapted – designed for a fixed business process and system 
configuration

Adaptable – allowing for rapid business and system change without 
compromising security.

Box 3: Agile Security

1For details and further analysis of the Kodak case see – CBDI Commentary 7th February 2002. Commentary – Where Did They Go, I Just Don’t Know.
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components is highly relevant. A technical viewpoint might 
be that providing consumers are authorized, the service 
may be provided.

In this litigious age, we also need to be acutely aware of 
corporate liability. Does a consumer have the authority to 
enter into a specific transaction? Are there complementary 
business transactions in place that take authentication 
beyond simple identification?

Federated security. The essence of an SOA is composition 
and orchestration of multiple services, which requires 
security context to be shared between collaborating 
services, rather than independently organized.

Dynamic policy-driven operation. Run time behavioral 
change driven by business rules allows dynamic change 
and potentially much more flexibility of business process. 
Collaborations with third party web services introduce 
elements that are not completely under the control of the 
primary transacting organization.

Business and application design needs to comprehend 
the range of differentiated services available to/from 
customers and business partners, to ensure vulnerabilities 
are not exposed by accident. Vulnerabilities introduced by 
greater flexibility and more third party dependencies might 
include:

• Customers get services to which they are not 
entitled, or for which they haven’t paid the proper 
price.

• Employees execute transactions without proper 
authority.

• Third-party services providers charge excessive 
amounts for inadequate or unwanted services.

• Valuable assets (including information) are 
degraded or stolen.

• And many more . . .

De-Perimeterization
Jericho Forum (part of the Open Group) is a non-profit security 
standards group, led by user organizations. This is leading 
the push towards more agile and interoperable security 
models. The Jericho Forum is responsible for the term de-
perimeterization – good concept, unattractive word.

Fortress Model and Perimeter Defense

“The weakness of the perimeter defense strategy has 
become painfully clear.”
(PITAC Report to the President, Feb 2005)

Perimeter defense makes three important assumptions, as 
shown in Box 4.

Assumption Risk

Reliance on 
technology.

The fortress 
model depends 
on firewalls and 
other security 
mechanisms. Any 
breach in these 
mechanisms 
compromises the 
security of the 
whole system.

However strong 
your fortress walls 
are, they will 
get breached at 
some time. Then 
how do you deal 
with the intruder 
that is inside the 
fortress walls and 
any consequent 
impacts? And 
how do you not 
just identify the 
incursion, but limit 
adverse impacts 
and deal with it 
automatically?

Reliance on an 
absolute, binary 
notion of trust.

Anything or 
anybody inside the 
fortress is trusted 
absolutely, anything 
or anybody 
outside the wall is 
mistrusted.

Individuals with 
intent to do harm 
to a system 
are usually in 
possession of valid 
authorization. This 
is not to say that 
all perpetrators are 
intent on dramatic 
actions. A lowly 
administrator or 
bookkeeper (“Rose 
in Accounts”) can 
do just as much 
damage to an 
enterprise as a 
terrorist. 

Reliance on simple 
topology.

A wall creates a 
simple enclosed 
space, a 
straightforward 
boundary between 
inside and outside.

The distinction 
between “outside” 
and “inside” 
breaks down amid 
the proliferation 
of wireless 
and embedded 
technologies 
connected to 
networks and 
the increasing 
complexity 
of networked 
“systems of 
systems.” [source: 
PITAC]

Box 4: Perimeter Defense Assumptions
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The Jericho Forum believes that existing security 
approaches are a barrier to change because they assume:

• an organization owns, controls and is accountable 
for all aspects of security.

• all individuals sit within organizations

These are common assumptions in policy management 
systems as well as identity and access management (IAM) 
systems.

Separating service provision and consumption and making 
them platform-independent requires a substantially 
new security infrastructure that is not based on physical 
boundaries such as firewalls.

Detlef Eckert, Microsoft’s chief security adviser for 
Europe, has echoed Jericho’s demands for “security 
deperimiterisation”. He said Microsoft would focus on 
security features that would allow organisations to extend 
their networks securely.2

Threat Modeling

Simple Attack Model
In Figure 1, we see that an external agent has an interest 
in one of our assets. The agent mounts an attack via a 
channel (e.g. the website). Specific defense mechanisms 
may be attached to a channel. The attack model allows for 
multi-channel attacks, including third-party channels, and 
allows for many collaborating agents, making orchestrated 
attacks. We therefore need to think about orchestrating the 
defense.

Note that this model shows two different maps – one 
used by the attacker to guide the attacks (which we call 
the Marauder’s Map), and one maintained to guide the 
defense (the Risk Map). Maps may be vague, incomplete 
or incompatible.

Levels of protection Barrier method (e.g. fortress)

Programmed response (e.g. immune system)

Intelligent response

Appreciation of threat Knowledge of agent – capability, organization, affiliation, power, proximity, interest

Knowledge of agent’s map – ontology (what kind of stuff it contains) and topology (what 
structural relationships it depicts)

Managing the threat The recognition of a threat entails the recognition of a relationship.

This in turn entails an intelligent subsystem responsible for managing the relationship.

Hospitality – care for visitors/strangers implies close attention, a presumption of good 
behaviour on both sides (but ability to respond quickly if this presumption is abused), and 
a belief that good hospitality will influence the intentions of the visitors.

Box 5: Simple Protection Model

Figure 1: Simple attack model

2Source: Computer Weeky, Microsoft security chief backs users on need to ‘deperimeterise’ network security, Feb 1st, 2005.
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Holistic Security

Security versus Good Design
With traditional approaches, security 
often conflicts with other design 
objectives. With a holistic security 
approach, security is simply another 
aspect of good design.

Service-Oriented Security
According to the principle of requisite 
variety, we need security systems 
that share the characteristics of 
the service-oriented systems being 
controlled – automatic, self-service, 
federated and dynamic.

This essentially means a policy-driven 
security. There are many aspects of policy 
currently under discussion in the web service community 
– not just security.

As we have discussed elsewhere3, there are several 
different notions of “service” within the SOA world, with 
lifecycles ranging from subseconds to years. On the 
supply side, there is a chain of managed objects from the 
published service interface to the software components that 
implement the service. And on the demand side, there is a 
further chain from the service consumption via further levels 
of composition to the final user experience. Security and 
other policies can be defined at any or all of these levels, 
and implemented, monitored and enforced by a range of 
web service management tools and platforms.

With collaborative composition, security policies may 
legitimately come from the demand side as well as the 

supply side. Different users may 
express different requirements and 
preferences, including matters of 
security, and a fully adaptive security 
platform will be able to accommodate 
these properly. (Imagine that you 
could specify the security policies 
that governed access to your bank 
account, instead of having to accept 
the bank’s default security policy.)

This then raises the question of 
the coordination and composition 
of these different types of policy. 
Ultimately the detailed (“micro-
level”) policies have to be mapped 
back to high level (“macro-level”) 

business security policies. Thus 
composition/decomposition in the SOA 

design is reflected in composition/decomposition in the 
SOA policies.

At present, this is a hard task, because the standard 
languages and tools for composing and decomposing 
policies are not yet sufficiently worked out. This means that 
this task requires considerable skill and rare experience. 
The development of standards in this area is an urgent 
requirement.

The next question is who is responsible for this difficult 
task. Ideally, the policy management process should flow 
from business via development into operations, as shown 
in Figure 4. But the prevailing practice is quite different. 

Security versus Marketing Welcome customers with open arms

Regard customers with suspicion

• insurance industry version: all customers are trying to rip us off

Security versus Compliance / 
Surveillance

Legitimate surveillance

• government security versus company security

• law enforcement agencies

Competitive surveillance 

• Business intelligence versus industrial espionage

Security versus Usability Incorrectly used software or hostile or confusing user interfaces can lead to user frustration 
and unauthorized workarounds that can compromise even the most robust security schemes. 
[source: PITAC]

Box 6: Security Trade-Offs

3SOA Lifecycle Management. http://www.cbdiforum.com/secure/interact/2004-01/establishing_service_lifecycle.php

We need security 
systems that share 

the characteristics of 
the service-oriented 

systems being controlled 
– automatic, self-service, 
federated and dynamic.
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Figure 2: Policy management is stratified and federated

Figure 3: Policy management matches SOA design
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While web service management tools generally require 
feeding with a range of policies, including security policies, 
operations often gets little help from development, and 
may have to negotiate directly and independently with the 
business – or worse, impose technical policies with little or 
no connection to the business policies. Developers often 
pay little attention to policy definition, since they regard 
these as reflecting “merely” non-functional requirements. 
Furthermore, the tools and processes aimed at developers 
are historically weak at supporting the analysis and definition 
of security and other policies. Clearly, this situation has got 
to change.

Summary
The design and governance principles of SOA need to be 
applied to the security of SOA – and to the security of the 
service-based business. We welcome the initiative taken 
by the Jericho Forum and PITAC, and we look forward to a 
quick response from the leading vendors. In the meantime, 
all companies doing serious SOA will need to start adopting 
the general principles of SOA security engineering.
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Figure 4: Policy Management Loop
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Software Development 
Asset Management with 
LogicLibrary Logidex

CBDI has consistently advised on the importance of Software 
Development Asset Management to support Component Based 
Development and Service Oriented Architecture. In the federated 
development environment the separation between service 
providers and service consumers needs automated asset lifecycle 
management to ensure that requirements for business and IT 
governance are met across all participants. In this report we take 
a closer look at LogicLibrary, one of the pioneers of software asset 
management whose product Logidex has evolved to support SOA 
and now offers improved governance capabilities.

Introduction
Most organizations now treat software as an asset from a fiscal point of view. 
But how many manage their software assets as carefully as they manage their 
physical assets? Organizations that have embraced component and service 
based development understand that a critical aspect of the management task is 
to create metadata about the software artifacts that ensures that the component 
is properly classified in a way that facilitates assembly and managed reuse. 
Without that information the best laid plans of architects, mice and men will be 
worthless and unmanageable.

Very rapidly the number of components, assemblies and services increases to 
thousands of asset items. Just finding whether an appropriate asset is available 
for a task becomes difficult. Without rich metadata and an intelligent search 
engine, little or no reuse will be achieved. But even if you manage to find a likely 
asset, how do you know it will fit your purpose? Who do you ask – the original 
developer? Read the code? Hardly. It’s easier to write your own. And if you have 
acquired the system or service from an application provider the problem is even 
more acute – you don’t have access to the original developer or the code.

Similarly, the difficulties of understanding how a complex system is composed 
from these assets and the relationships and dependencies between them and 
with other systems compounds the problems of maintenance. Can you replace 
one asset without impacting others? Consequently you need a classification and 
description system that is sufficiently rich that you can find, use, maintain and 
manage an asset with the same level of confidence that you would if it were a 
component part of a nuclear power station.
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Software Development Asset Management
Software Development Asset (SDA) Management Tools 
provide a platform and technology independent solution for 
asset management, together with specific functionality to 
promote and manage reuse.

SDA Management Tools usually provide a lifecycle of:

• Provider Harvesting. Finding (potentially) reusable 
assets from multiple sources including existing 
systems

• Provider Publication. Categorizing and 
cataloguing the assets, then publishing their 
specification via a portal or development tool 
plug-in

• Consumer Discovery. Searching the catalog for 
candidates for reuse

• Consumer Reuse. Enabling reuse by delivering 
the asset, which may include generating ready 
made proxies for the consuming developer to use

• Metrics. Providing valuable metrics on reuse to 
all participants in order to justify and demonstrate 
ROI

In a prior CBDI report1 we considered how SDA 
Management tools complement Configuration and Source 
Code Management (SCM), and Development Tools. SDA 
Management Tools can also complement SCM by providing 
coverage of a broader range of asset types and managing 
the relationships and dependencies between them.

An increasing requirement is not just to improve the 
visibility and accessibility of assets, but to exercise greater 
governance over to the process to ensure that the assets 
published comply with an organization’s policies such as 
security, or meet objectives to improve the quality of assets 
and information about them. As such new requirements for 
SDA Management tools can include:

• Improving traceability of assets throughout 
the lifecycle, and auditing that appropriate 
authorization has been granted and testing has 
been completed at each stage

• Ensuring assets comply with relevant standards, 
best practices and fit correctly within the 
architectural frameworks in use

These factors require not just the provision of a repository 
of information as an SDA Management tool might provide 
today, but of a process that manages information publication 
and exercises governance over it.

A further requirement is support for a growing range of asset 
types. Most SDA Management solutions came to market 
in support of Component Based Development (CBD) but 
must now encompass service-based assets such as Web 
Services and Service Oriented Architecture.

Software Asset Mapping
LogicLibrary has provided a interesting solution to this in 
Logidex by using a model-based, graphical approach to 
capturing and cataloguing development assets. A Logidex 
Reference Model reflects the organization’s business and 
technical architectures, and can also include imported 
architectures from third parties such as platform vendors 
like Sun and Microsoft and their associated pattern 
libraries, or vertical industry initiatives such as RosettaNet2 
that provide detailed business process models.

A Reference Model is defined using an XML expression of 
a model (conforming to a Logidex-provided schema) from 
which Logidex tooling generates a UML-based graphical 
model consisting of packages, components, interfaces, and 
operations. This generated model view can be combined with 
other graphical elements such as block diagrams or pictorial 
representations to create multi-layered graphical models. The 
graphical elements and navigation through the model can be 
produced using standard HTML editing tools. Navigation 
elements may simply link to other model elements, or can 
initiate searches within Logidex based on the underlying 
Reference Model metadata. Finally, Logidex binds the user 
content and generated pages together along with underlying 
Reference Model metadata which is published as a Logidex 
Reference Model. Once a Reference Model is published and 
SDAs mapped to the model (via Logidex’s IDE plug-in and 
its drag-and-drop support), developers can then navigate 
Reference Models within a browser or Logidex’s IDE plug-
ins to search for relevant SDAs.

Logidex manages several different types of assets 
including;

• Executable and run-time assets such as software 
components, existing systems, services, and 
frameworks

• The documentation and artifacts used across the 
development lifecycle of the executable assets. 
For example, requirements specifications, UML 
models, test plans

• Any “knowledge” assets that are reflected in the 
above such as best practices or design patterns 
(including a preloaded library of Sun’s Core J2EE 
Patterns, the Federal Enterprise Architecture (FEA) 
and output from Microsoft’s Patterns & Practices 
Group)

1CBDI Journal Report: Component Management and Reuse. http://www.cbdiforum.com/secure/interact/2001–08/comp_manage.php3
2http://www.rosettanet.org/ 
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For these assets the following metadata is captured, which 
can be searched and reported,

• Classifying attributes: including keywords, domain 
taxonomies, information on how the asset was 
developed such as the language and technology, 
metrics that might indicate size, effort or quality of 
the asset, or participants such as the owner and 
developer

• Relationships to other assets: such as 
dependencies, prerequisites, and versions.

• References to the asset’s artifacts (or work 
products), such as requirements documents, 
models of various types, source code, executable 
modules, test cases, and anything else deemed 
of value by the IT organization. These artifacts 
are typically stored within SCM systems, 
requirements management tools, defect tracking 

tools, automated testing systems, and other point 
tools used by the IT organization throughout the 
SDLC.

Logidex asset metadata is fully configurable. As well as 
allowing customers to configure each asset type precisely 
using the metadata templates supplied, customers can also 
define new asset types and the metadata associated with 
them. These definitions include not only the valid metadata 
elements (classifier, artifact and asset relationship types) 
but validation rules associated with those types.

Asset Discovery
Users can then discover Software Development Assets 
based on traditional keyword searches or browsing through 
an explorer style tree structure, or also by navigating their 
way through a model by clicking on various graphical or 
textual elements as illustrated in Figure 1. Users do not have 

Figure 1: Logidex Asset Viewer
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to have to map their assets to a graphical representation 
but doing so should result in a more intuitive and hence 
productive way to discover assets and understand their 
dependencies and relationships in a complex enterprise 
environment.

Asset providers can create persistent searches for common 
requirements, whilst asset consumers can set up an Asset 
Discovery Alert which enables them to be notified by e-mail 
when a new or modified SDA meeting their search criteria 
becomes available.

Tools to support collaboration such as discussion threads 
and project work areas are also provided.

SOA Asset Management
CBDI recommends3 that a Service is an asset that should 
be tracked and managed across the full lifecycle, not just 
a deployment artifact such as a Web Service. LogicLibrary 
ship a standard set of metadata templates with Logidex 
that includes Web Service asset types. 
Logidex makes it easily to relate 
these to SDA in other parts of the 
lifecycle such as requirements and 
design specifications.

LogicLibrary provide Web Service 
asset types because there is a 
standards-based definition of the 
metadata in the form of Web Service 
protocols that is in the public domain. 
However, without such consensus 
surrounding the concept of Service 
at stages of the lifecycle LogicLibrary 
expect that such an asset type 
definition would therefore currently 
be dependent upon a specific customer 
approach. With the template configuration mechanism it 
should be straightforward to create new asset types such 
as a Business Service Specification if users wanted to track 
Services as first order concepts across the lifecycle.

Existing Web Services can be imported from WSDL. This 
uses the Logidex AnySource Asset Adapter (ASAA) toolkit 
which is designed to navigate through and parse information 
within other repositories such as an SCM or development 
tool to assemble an asset. In reverse, the Logidex UDDI 
Governance Module enables users to configure how WSDL 
is published to one or more target UDDI registries. Optional 
filtering criteria can control the timing of WSDL publication 
based on lifecycle state, physical or logical deployment 
domain boundaries, or any other relevant metadata. As 
a consequence, when a Web Service asset is published 
or updated in Logidex and its metadata conforms to one 

or more filtering criteria sets, Logidex can automatically 
publish the WSDL to the associated UDDI registries.

Logidex 3.6
The latest release, Logidex 3.6 now provides a plug-in for 
Borland JBuilder. This complements existing plug-ins for 
Microsoft Visual Studio .NET, IBM Rational Application 
Developer, Software Architect and Software Modeler, SAP 
NetWeaver Studio, and Eclipse.

Other new features of Logidex 3.6 include enhanced 
support for the Reusable Asset Specification within 
Rational Software Architect and Software Modeler, enabling 
the user to work with Logidex through either a Logidex or 
RAS perspective. Metadata can also be exported in RAS 
format.

Logidex now supports a Federated Repository enabling 
selected assets to be automatically shared across 
interconnected libraries. This allows users to centrally 

manage asset deployments while 
giving individual groups such as 
lines of business or geographies the 
freedom to locally define their own 
SDA management processes and 
policies, and to keep certain assets 
private to their domain if they so wish. 
This helps to support a distributed 
development environment that 
could encompass off-shoring and 
outsourcing.

Assets can be promoted from a line of 
business repository to the enterprise 
and the process can validate or filter 
the assets to ensure compliance with 

enterprise policies.

Smart Controls
Smart Controls, one of the key new features of Logidex 3.6, 
enables an organization to define their asset governance 
process via a customizable and automatable process 
across the software development lifecycle supporting 
steps such as asset review, publication, auditing and so 
on. Smart Controls enable improved governance by better 
controlling how, when and which assets are approved and 
published. Smart Controls can also launch asset artifacts 
such as source code, models and documentation, into the 
appropriate development tool. The process can include

• Automated asset validation

• Serial and/or parallel review flows

3CBDI Journal Best Practice Report: Establishing a Service Lifecycle, http://www.cbdiforum.com/secure/interact/2004–01/establishing_service_lifecycle.php
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• Automatic or manual final asset publication. 
This could include automatic configuration of a 
forum discussion topic or automated contact list 
population

Within Smart Controls users are allocated (definable) 
roles such as architect, business analyst, or developer, 
and a corresponding scope. For example an architect 
might be allocated an enterprise scope which is used to 
configure the workflow for that role. The feature supports 
a federated approach so that different workflows can be 
configured for individual groups such as a line of business, 
as well as alternate configurations for the publication and 
consumption processes. Different configurations can also 
be used for different asset types. An example configuration 
is shown in Figure 2.

The extent of the configuration is a matter of how 
sophisticated users want the process to be. For simple 
deployments, the process can occur entirely within 
Logidex. For more sophisticated scenarios, the process 
can be mixed with external tools and include both manual 
and automated activities. Though it can be difficult to fully 
automate some of the activities themselves, the lifecycle 
itself can be better automated to ensure the proper process 
is executed and due diligence is completed. A typical 

enterprise scenario might include review points throughout 
the software development lifecycle including

• Requirements complete

All business requirements documented

Initial service definition specified as WSDL

• Design complete

UML design models completed

APIs in existing systems identified

Test plan defined

• Implementation complete

Service implemented and deployed in a test environment 

Supporting documentation provided (e.g., sample client 
code, automated test cases, usage guide)

Figure 2: A Smart Control Configuration (source LogicLibrary
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Logiscan
A good example of one important step in the governance 
process is scanning assets before they are deployed 
for potential security vulnerabilities. In support of this, 
LogicLibrary also sell Logiscan (previously BugScan), which 
can analyze various binaries including COTS and 3rd-
party components and is able to detect potential security 
vulnerabilities such as the conditions that caused recent 
major worms like Blaster, Nimda and Code Red.

Logiscan is a standalone product that is also directly 
integrated with Logidex. By including Logicscan in the 
Smart Control configuration users can ensure the security 
status of an asset has been determined before it is deployed 
and hence reduce risk. The Logiscan security report can be 
automatically generated and attached as an artifact to an 
asset.

Concluding Remarks
While component and service based approaches 
simplify the assembly and consumption tasks, the overall 
complexity of the software delivery and management task 
has increased by an order of magnitude from the time when 
we managed software as code. The asset management 
environment has to therefore reflect that complexity 

by supporting the entire life cycle process across an 
increasingly federated environment that encompasses off-
shore development together with other third party software 
and service providers.

Asset management has also changed out of all recognition 
insofar as it is a proactive process, enabling management 
control over the use of software assets. The developer’s 
job is not complete until the asset is fully classified, 
described and registered. At that point the name asset is 
appropriate.

The LogicLibrary capability demonstrates a comprehensive 
approach to managing this hugely complex task. We are 
particularly impressed with the domain modeling and 
classification capabilities which we believe are essential 
to support a complex development environment. The new 
features in 3.6 add to Logidex’s capabilities to discover, 
document and publish software development assets to 
enable reuse by improving the governance of the software 
development lifecycle.

Links
LogicLibrary – www.logiclibrary.com
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